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NOTEDATE ORDER

AIGP (Crime) from the office of the DGP, Tripura has

submitted a detailed report vide No. 2813-14 (1) I F.2

(0512024)/PHQ (CSy2024 dated 07.06.2024. It is inter alia

stated in the report that Rajganj PS case no. L4312024 dated

30.04.2024 U/S 3631365 of IPC has been registered against

one accused namely: Samrat Dey of Dhajanagar, RF Tilla

for kidnappeing a minor girl namely: Miss Nilanjana Saha

D/o Sri Naresh Saha of JalPaiguri.

A police team headed by one Sambhu Lama of Rajganj

PS came to R.K. Pur PS along with a letter of

Superintendent of Police, Jalpaiguri and sought help to

recover the minor girl as well as to arrest the accused who

allegedly kidnapped the girl. Accordingly, on 05.05.2024
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the kidnapped girl was recovered and the accused Samrat

Dey was also arrested and they were taken to Bagma Out

Post. The accused made a request for a glass of water and

accordingly a glass of water was given to him but he had

instantly broken the glass and inflicted the broken part of

glass on his left wrist to cut his vein to commit suicide. The

Police personnel on duty instantly caught him and in course

of scuffle he got other injuries in his throat. He was,

therefore, taken to Gomati District Hospital and treated

there. Later on he was produced before the CJM, Gomati

District and ASI Sambu Lama of Rajganj PS submitted a

prayer for transit remand and that prayer was allowed by the

cour1. It is denied that arrested accused Samrat Dey was ill

treated in the PS.

The Commission has taken cognizance on the basis of a

newspaper report wherein it was highlighted that a young

man was assaulted on PS.

No complaint by anybody filed before the Commission.

On the basis of the newspaper report, Commission took
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cognizance and sought repoft. In the absence of any specific

complaint before the Commission, the fact which has been

stated by the AIGP (Crime) in the report seems to be

satisfactory and hence the inquiry initiated by the

Commission is closed.

Copy of this order may be sent to AIGP (Crime),

Tripura.
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